1. Introduction. Products of Cartesian coordinates must be expressed in terms of zonal and tesseral harmonics, and vice versa, in the analysis of physical problems of several types. If (x, y, z) are the coordinates of a point, expressed in some Cartesian coordinate system, and (r, 6, <p) are the coordinates of the same point expressed in the corresponding polar coordinate system, then ( 1 ) x/r = sin 0 cos 4>, y/r = sin 6 sin <p, z/r = cos 6.
We use Hobson's definition of the associated Legendre functions [1] . Any product of non-negative powers of (x/r), (y/r), and (z/r) can be expanded as a linear combination of harmonics P"(cos0), Pnm(cos 6) cos nup and P"m(cos 0) sinnup in which n and m take appropriate values. This expansion is given formally by Equation (2) , which defines the coefficients aZ'Zw-We consider only non-negative integer values of u, v, w. (2) xuyvzw/ru+v+w = Y au2wPnm(cosd) . m<p.
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In this equation, terms in cos imp are used when v is even, and terms in sin m<p when v is odd. The coefficients are zero unless (u mod 2-fii mod 2 4-w mod 2) ^ n ^ u -\-v -\-w, It is convenient to define aZ'™,w to be zero for negative n, m, and for m > n. We use the inverse transformation that is given formally by Equation (4) . This equation, together with the constraint u -\-v = m defines the coefficients 6«|™w , for 0 Ü m ^ n. 
v is even when cos imp occurs on the left-hand side of (4), v is odd when sin mxp occurs on the left-hand side of (4).
The coefficients in the expansions (2) and (4) are of use in the applications of quantum theory to chemical and other problems [2] . Some tables of these coefficients have been constructed by a digital computer by use of some simple recurrence formulae. The results are expressed as rational fractions. They have been typeset photographically from the computer output in a mechanical fashion that avoided manual keyboard operations. The tables f or 0 ;£ m 4-y 4-w; i£ 9 that were produced in this way are given in [3] . Excerpts are reproduced here as Tables 1 and 2 of this note. The computer programs can be used to generate the coefficients for higher values of the indices if necessary.
2. Recurrence Formulae for aZ'Zw Coefficients. The well-known recurrence formulae for the Legendre functions can be used to derive recurrence formulae for the aZ'™,w coefficients. The formula to raise w is obtained by constructing two series for (x/r)u(y/r)v(z/r)w+1 from the right-hand side of Equation (2) and equating terms. To obtain the first series, write to + 1 in place of w. To obtain the second series, write n in place of the summation index n, and multiply the summand by cos 0. This gives It can be shown that this derivation is valid in the cases that n = 0 and n = m, at which times one or other of the terms on the right-hand side of Equation (7) is zero in accordance with the convention that is stated after the restrictions (3). The formula to raise u is obtained in a similar manner, by constructing two series for (x/r)u+1(y/r)v(z/r)w from the right-hand side of Equation (2), and equating terms. To obtain the first series, write m + 1 in place of u. To obtain the second series, write n in place of n, and m in place of m, and multiply the summand by sin 0 cos (p. Use the recurrence formulae for sin 0 P"-(cos 0), and the elementary properties of the circular functions of <p, to replace sin0PB'(cos 0) cos é . m'a by terms in P"'íl(cos 0) . í(to'±1)<oÍ.
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The four terms in (n 4-1, m 4-1), (n -1, ni 4-1), (n + 1, m -l) and (10) that is used to raise the value of v is completely analogous to the derivation of Equation (8), with (y/r) playing the part that (x/r) played for (8).
3. Mechanization of Recurrence Procedure. The order in which the al'™,w coefficients are constructed conveniently can be described in terms of the index s that is defined by The process is started by use of Equation (13) (13) ao',0,0 = 1.
Each au;™«, coefficient for s ^ 1 is computed by Equation (8) if w -v = 0, by Equation (10) if w = 0, v ^ 0, and by Equation (7) if w ¿¿ 0.
To mechanize this recurrence scheme, the coefficients must be stored, as they are formed, in a way that allows the program to retrieve the al'™w coefficient of any m, v, w, n, m values which it requires for further use in an application of a recurrence formula. This type of issue arises in the mechanization of any recurrence scheme that generates quantities which depend on several indices, and it can be regarded as a mathematical consideration which is as independent of computer models and programming languages as the analysis of round off errors or the derivation of the recurrence formulae themselves. A formalism to deal with this matter has been reported recently [4] . In this formalism, the list of aZ'Zw coefficients arranged in the (14) as a function of u, v, w, n and m. It seemed simpler however to construct an expression for the position of an aZ'H.w coefficient in the sequence of coefficients that is defined by (15): A recurrence scheme that generates the list of oj;™« coefficients that is defined by (15) and (16) can be mechanized very easily, as a process which by-passes the recurrence formulae when the u, v, w, n, m values make the coefficient zero. This scheme uses the expression (17) to find the coefficients in the growing list that arp needed in successive applications of the recurrence formulae. The zero entries can then be deleted by an editing process that forms the more concise list (14). This procedure is used by the author's programs which produced Table 1 .
The construction of expressions such as (17) for elaborate combinations of limits on the A and A symbols in expressions such as (14) are algebraic problems rather than programming problems, even though they are of prime concern in the design of actual programs.
4. Recurrence Formulae for the bZ'Zw Coefficients. The recurrence relationships for the Legendre functions are used to derive recurrence relationships for the bZ'Zw coefficients in much the same way as for the aZ'Zw coefficients. Thus Equation + u(n -m + 1) + w + 1. Table 2 was produced in this way by generating a table of the form (22) and then editing out elements that are zero as a consequence of (3).
5. Checking and Printing Procedures. Two methods were used to check the tables that were produced in the manner which has been described in the preceding sections. The first method involved the evaluation of the left-and right-hand sides of Equations (2) and (4), using values of x, y, z for which the circular functions of 0 and <p are rational numbers.
The second method used the orthogonality of the a's and 6's to check both tables against each other. If A check program was written to read the output decks of the programs which generated the ál'Zw and bZ'Zw coefficients, and to form the quantities c(n, m, n, m). These were printed and checked visually. The tables of aZ'Zw and bZ'™,w on punched cards were used as input to the TAB-PRINT program [5] . This produced a punched paper tape that was then used to control the operations of a Photon S-560 System, to typeset the tables photographically. The printed tables were thus produced from the checked computer output without the need for manual keyboard action. This work formed part of a program of research that is supported by the U. S. Army, Navy and Air Force and by the National Science Foundation.
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